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In mid February 2015, Dominion announced the Southern Alternative Route through Nelson County,Virginia 
for the Atlantic Coast Pipeline (ACP). Since that time Dominion has disclosed that this route has become their 
preferred route for the 42" industrial gas pipeline. This proposed pipeline corridor transects 8 properties in 
Horizons Eco-Village ~ 08-001-B027, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, & 35. United we have denied survey access to 
Dominion because we find in every way, this industrial pipeline does not belong in our environmentally 
protected community.  
Our foremost reasons include:  
1) The pipeline invalidates and is in direct opposition to our environmental covenants.  

2) The destruction of 12 acres of forested habitat is in direct opposition to the purpose of Horizons protected 
status for all ecosystems.  

3) The clear cut corridor creates increased risk in the event of fire.  

4) A pipeline breach or explosion would burn down our entire 400 acre community and potentially kill many 
residents.  

5)  A pipeline utility corridor causes tremendous devaluation of our properties and makes them unsalable.  

6)  The intensive overuse of our roads during construction is an unacceptable and expensive burden to us.  

7)  Blasting through the forest to set this huge pipe in the bedrock below threatens our groundwater, wells and    
aaawatershed that is the only source of water for our community and a rare G2/S1 wetland found on                           
aaaour property. 
  
8) There is no way to mitigate old growth forest and wetlands that the pipeline route is directly poised to clear  
aaacut and destroy. 

9) The pipelines use of chemicals and pollution of water is in direct violation of our covenants. 
  
10) The forced use of eminent domain seizure to take our land for an industrial use and provide no liability     
aaainsurance for our community puts us at an unacceptable disadvantage.  

We have denied survey access to Dominion because an industrial right of way with all of the aforementioned 
threats creates unacceptable risk and does not belong in our community. To substantiate our stand against this 
intrusion we hired the Center for Urban Habitats (CUH) to conduct a thorough survey of 5 ecosystems that are 
found directly in the path of the ACP. The findings of CUH include an unusual old growth forest in our 65 acre 
nature conserve as well as an extremely rare, one acre G2/S1 wetland community. The findings of this survey is 
included in the accompanied paper "Horizons Eco Village ~ Significant At Risk Communities."   
Thank you for your time and consideration of our property.  

Sincerely,  

Carolyn Fischer for Horizons Eco Village


